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Masters con't
but didn't lash out at tournament officals. "When they changed the greens in '81, they only rebuilt some of them/'
Nicklaus said. ''Because of the difference in substructures, it causes them to dry at different speeds. They went to bent
grass in an effort for more consistent putting surfaces. Because of the substructures, they still aren't consistent.
"They try to prepare a perfect golf course on every hole. The problem is they single cut one, double cut one, and
triple cut another. That makes all the greens have different speeds. But they try to do the best job for us."
"Every time you hear complaints on the first two days, they put a little water on the greens. They'll be fine for
Saturday." (Thanks to Mike McCr aw Superintendent at Aptos Seascape, for bringing back this information from
Augusta.)
In answer to the charges that the attempts to make the course too tough only in the last couple of years, here is
an excerpt from Jones book. Chapter 20. Jones died in 1971.
"Our overall aim at Augusta National has been to provide a golf course of considerable natural beauty, relatively
easy for the average golfer to play, and at the same time testing for the expert player striving to better par
figures

Obviously, with a course as wide open as needed to accommodate the average golfer, we can only tighten it

up by increasing the difficulty of play around the hole.
"This we attempt to do during the tournament by placing the flags in more difficult and exacting positions and
by increasing the speed of the greens

Additionally, we try to maintain our greens of such a firmness that they will

only hold a well- played shot and not a ball that has been hit without the backspin reasonably to be expected, considering the length of the shot."

That pretty well debunks the theory that fast,hard greens are new.

POSITION AVAILABLE-Pacific parts,Oakland, A John Deere Distributor for 26 Northern California counties has a Sales
Opening. Contact Joe Seimas 800-772 2516 or Skip Bauer 415 534-1784
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